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Builders of the 2012 New American Home understand the appeal of legacy and timeless design. Taking an approach different from years past, this home is paying homage to the Classic White Box style of the 1960s and 1970s, while incorporating the comforts and current technologies of now.

The builders have also chosen a plumbing system with legacy. It is Charlotte Pipe’s Quiet House® system. The company has been a part of the building industry since 1901 and manufactures all of its materials exclusively in the USA, combining modern technology with a century of craftsmanship and experience.

Quiet House is unique to Charlotte Pipe and strategically uses cast iron pipe and fittings along with RePVC® pipe to eliminate the sound of water running behind the walls from floors above. Using cast iron for the stacks makes this combination inherently quiet, as cast iron is twice as quiet as an all-PVC system. Quiet House has been installed in many upscale homes, including the 2011 New American Home.

The Quiet House system is also a premier choice for builders looking for green building and sustainable materials. Both cast iron and RePVC are made from recycled content. Cast iron pipe and fittings are made from 96 percent recycled content and is 100 percent recyclable. RePVC is the first PVC pipe on the market that uses recycled content, with 100 percent of the core made from recycled content.

Visitors to the 2012 New American Home will see classic design, but even better they will not hear the top-notch, green plumbing system behind the walls.

See what makes Charlotte Pipe a smart choice for your American home at charlottepipe.com.